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About This Game

From Dust is the latest original game concept by Eric Chahi, creator of the cult classic, “Another World / Out of this World”.
Immerse yourself in a world as exotically beautiful as it is dangerous! You control the destiny of a primitive tribe against the
backdrop of a world in constant evolution—a universe where mighty Nature reclaims what is hers; and your mastery of the

elements is your people’s only chance of survival...

Key Features:

Ground-Breaking Technology

Play in the sandbox of one of the most advanced real-time nature simulations, where everything you see and interact
with evolves dynamically, offering a constantly renewed experience.

Unique Art Direction

Discover a large variety of environments: Tropical islands, volcanic landscapes, deserts and so much more…

Rich Story Mode

Explore 13 breathtaking territories of emergent gameplay. Master the natural forces at play on a mysterious archipelago
and help a primitive tribe to recover the lost powers of their ancestors.
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Confront Mighty Nature

Protect your tribe against Nature’s most devastating attacks. Face down tsunamis, wildfires, earthquakes, volcanoes,
torrential rains…

Master Godlike Powers 

Control the forces of nature to sculpt the world in your image. Hold back lava, stop raging waters, empty lakes, grow
forests and raise mountains!

Live Up to the Challenge

Race against the clock on 30 additional maps in Challenge Mode. Each scenario is a puzzle-like challenge where time is
of the essence...

Online leaderboards

Compare your Challenge Mode scores with the community on worldwide leaderboards.
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Title: From Dust
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Ubisoft Montpellier
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

OS: Windows XP (SP3) / Windows Vista (SP2) / Windows 7 (SP1)

Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or 2.3 GHz AMD Athlon64 X2 4400+

Memory: 1.5 GB (Windows XP) / 2 GB (Windows Vista/Windows 7)

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX 9.0c-compliant card with Shader Model 3.0 or higher (*see supported list)

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 4 GB

Sound: DirectX 9.0-compliant sound card

Peripherals: Keyboard, mouse, optional controller
*Supported Video Cards at Time of Release:

ATI RADEON HD 3000 / 4000 / 5000 / 6000 series

NVIDIA GeForce 8800 / 9 / 100 / 200 / 300 / 400 / 500 series

Laptop versions of these cards may work but are NOT supported. These chipsets are the only ones that will run this game.

Crossfire or SLI-equipped systems may run the game but are not supported. It is recommended to use a single card while
playing From Dust.
* This product does not support Windows® 98/ME/2000/NT

English,French,German,Italian
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I BOUGHT THIS GAME I SHOULD GET SOMETHING I SUPPORTED THIS GAME AND BELIVED IN IT AND I FELL
OFFENDED FOR YOU TO JUST GIVE UP AND MAKE IT FREE TO PLAY
. I think this dlc should have been a part of a free update, but for 5$ is can't really complain, it makes the game even more
customizable, which is good, and really over all just makes it funner to play.. This game is tedious and not easy what so ever. It
doesn't hold your hand and I had to tap out very early and slum it on over to a walk-through. If you really want to challenge
yourself try this puzzle game out.. If you've seen the move "The Cube", this is just like it but in video game form! It's a really
unique idea thats a TON of fun to play. I love games that are challenging yet not frustrating and this fits the bill perfectly. Very
excited to see this game grow!. I was hoping the conclusion would be a return to form after tedious last chapter and in some
ways it is, but for the most part I felt like once again the story and puzzle combination were not on point. So many wild ideas
wedged in there, but it's come at a cost of general flow for the chapter. I had to pull out a walk through again to get through
most of the last chapter. It didn't feel particularly interesting but was more abstract.

Is there decent closure for the story? Honestly hard to say. It will certainly upset some people when are you are forced into a set
choice that might be hard to handle. I'm mostly left with the general closing feeling of "What the hell was all that about?".
Alright, i was looking for a game like o2jam for a very long *** time, this right here has fed my insatiable hunger.. It does not
work on CV1. this app. for just listening music. and $30.. It's a cool concept, but the game is clunky, controls are unresponsive,
the dialogue is abysmal, graphics\/animations are choppy, and it feel like it has a pretty big learning curve (or it is just poorly
explained and executed). Even for $5, not impressed.. I thought this was going to be a fun campy retro throwback. Instead it's a
clunky heap that should've been in the bargain bin at CompUSA in 1997. I wish I got to at least play a shareware version before
I spent real money on this. Where can I return this CD-ROM???
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For the price you cant go wrong, looking forward to more maps.. i would rather buy a chocolate bar than buying this game...

But overall 8/10. You walk around and get blue balls, and it's not even cold.. Will only be playable if you spend all paychecks on
this game.. This game builds off of Yakuza 0, it runs on the same engine and uses the same core mechanics\/gameplay loop.
You might even just call it Yakuza 0 but with a different story, which it kinda is.

The story is pretty engaging and it's got the Yakuza charm where it's just really campy and stupid but funny, but the gameplay
falls apart here. The game is insanely repetitive and grindy; Yakuza 0 suffered from this too, but it managed to break up the
tedium by switching you between Kiryu and Majima.

Not worth
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